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In our clinic, the remodeling of the silhouette is exclusively done with mini-invasive methods.

Localized fat is treated in 2 ways: deeply with little liposuction canula (2-2.5 millimeter of diameter) and at the sub-dermal level with laser canula (1 millimeter of diameter). Thus, we obtain a volumetric reduction thanks to the mini liposuction and a significant skin retraction thanks to the laser.

Nevertheless, it is not possible to treat in only one session important localized fat areas which need one or two more sessions leaving 45-60 days between each session. In those cases, the use of CelluM6 Endermolab during the pre-surgery weeks allows for the significant reduction in the number of surgery sessions- This last generation of device is equipped with the new treatment head KM80 able to mobilize 50% more adipose tissue compared to the previous version.

In case of flabby or not very elastic skin, we prefer going on with more surgery sessions in order to get progressive skin adaptation to volumetric reduction and laser and to get optimal skin repositioning. In those cases, the medical pre and post- surgery treatments include the use of the very delicate therapeutic treatment head of the Endermolab (TR50), in continuous mode as much as sequential mode.

Our mini –invasive and not very painful surgical treatment can be performed as outpatient surgery with little doses of anaesthetic in order to have an immediate recovery and to get the best aesthetic results when compared to those obtained with traditional methods.

Combining Endermolab, we can treat patients having a not very elastic skin and for whose traditional liposuction would be contraindicated.